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| Background |

1

Background

Te Tai Tokerau Water Trust are proposing to construct a reservoir to the north of Te Ahu Ahu Road to
provide additional water storage for local irrigation, as shown in Figure 1-1.
It is proposed that the construction site and office will use an existing unsealed access from Te Ahu Ahu
Road.

Figure 1-1: Proposed Otawere Reservoir

This assessment will analysis the safety and operation of the existing road network, comment on the
expected construction vehicles and volumes associated with the reservoir, and recommend any mitigations
needed to prevent any adverse safety or access effects.
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2

Existing Site Location and Network Features

2.1 Te Ahu Ahu Road Access Location and Operation
The reservoir construction site will be accessed from Te Ahu Ahu Road, either from the existing 839 farm
access or the farm access at 821 – 841.

Figure 2-1: Site access at 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road

Figure 2-2: Site access at 821 – 841 Te Ahu Ahu Road
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Figure 2-3: 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road access looking west

Figure 2-4: 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road access looking east
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Figure 2-5: 821 - 841 Te Ahu Ahu Road access looking west

Figure 2-6: 821 - 841 Te Ahu Ahu Road access looking east

Both of these are simple farm accesses with limited additional widening and no turning lanes. Te Ahu Ahu
Road at both locations has minimal shoulder width and 3.5m traffic lanes.
The adjacent land uses are rural production with some residential homes nearby.
The access at 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road is located at the top of a vertical curve (crest) which restricts visibility of
approaching traffic to approximately 120m to the east (restricted by the crest) and 190m to the west
(restricted by vegetation).
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For an 80km/h design speed the stopping sight distance (SSD) required for a 2 second reaction time is 114m
and the safe intersection sight distance (SISD) is 181m (Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4a). SSD is
the minimum sight distance required for a driver to stop when a hazard is identified on the road ahead, and
SISD is required for drivers on a main road at an intersection to observe and react to a vehicle moving into a
conflicting situation.
The access at 821 – 841 Te Ahu Ahu Road is located on a long straight and has good visibility to
approaching traffic in both directions (at least 250m). Note there is a stock underpass adjacent to this
access.

2.2 Transport Network Features
Within the wider network away from the site access on Te Ahu Ahu Road, the key features of the adjacent
road network are shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Key Transport Network Features

Te Ahu Ahu Road
(east)

Te Ahu Ahu Road
(west)

Old Bay Road

ONRC
(MegaMaps)

Primary Collector

Secondary
Collector

Primary Collector

Traffic Volumes
(Mobileroad)

2,558 (2020) – 8%
HV

576 (2020) – 8%
HV

2,148 (2020) –
10% HV

Speed Limit

80km/h (as of Jan
2021)

80km/h (as of Jan
2021)

80km/h (as of Jan
2021)

Mean Operating
Speed
(MegaMaps)

81km/h

83km/h

70km/h

Collective Risk
(MegaMaps)

Medium

Low-Medium

Medium

Personal Risk
(MegaMaps)

Medium-High

Medium

Medium-High

Road Features

2 x 3.5 lanes, 0.5
shoulder, marked
centre line and
edge line, RRPMS
and edge marker
posts

2 x 3.5 lanes, 0.5
shoulder, marked
centre line and
edge line, RRPMS
and edge marker
posts

2 x 3.5 lanes, 0.5
shoulder, marked
centre line and
edge line, RRPMS
and edge marker
posts

Adjacent land use

Rural Residential

Rural Residential

Rural Residential

The adjacent network is of a typical rural road with relatively high speeds, low volumes and limited pavement
width. There are no scheduled bus routes along within the adjacent network, although there may be some
rural school bus services and stops in the area. There is some cyclist activity based on Strava heatmaps
that are publicly available.
The SH1 / Old Bay Road intersection is a Give Way controlled intersection that features street lighting, single
intersection warning signs on each state highway approach, some shoulder widening and a left turn lane
from SH1 to Old Bay Road. There is good visibility east and west along SH1 of at least 250m.
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Figure 2-7: SH1 and Old Bay Road intersection looking east (Argonaut Roadrunner - 2021)

The Old Bay Road / Te Ahu Ahu Road intersection is a Stop controlled intersection that features street
lighting, intersection warning signs on the major approaches, a right turn bay but limited shoulder widening.
There is good visibility east and west along Old Bay Road of at least 250m.

Figure 2-8: Te Ahu Ahu Road and Old Bay Road intersection looking west (Google Maps 2019)

It should be noted that recent changes to the adjacent transport network include the speed limit lowering
from 100km/h to 80km/h on Te Ahu Ahu Road and Old Bay Road in early 2021, and a new roundabout at the
intersection of SH10 and SH11 (Puketona Junction) in 2020.
Note also that 4km to the west of the site access on Te Ahu Ahu Road is Kerikeri Christian School.
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2.3 Road Safety Analysis
The crashes on the local road network adjacent to the site access have been collated using the Waka Kotahi
Crash Analysis System (CAS) for the years 2011 to 2020. The crash locations are shown in Figure 2-9 and
summarised in Table 2-2.

Figure 2-9: Crashes adjacent to the Otawere Reservoir between 2011 and 2020 (CAS)
Table 2-2: Key crash types between 2011 and 2020

Key Crash Types

All crashes 2011-2020

Injury crashes 2011-2020

Loss of Control

47 (68%)

16 (62%)

Intersection

10 (14%)

4 (15%)

Head On

4 (6%)

2 (8%)

Other

8 (12%)

4 (15%)

Table 2-2 indicates that the majority of crashes (all crashes and injury crashes) on the adjacent roads are
vehicles losing control. There are some clusters of these crashes located at out of context curves, in
particular one curve on Old Bay Road where 12 of the 69 crashes have occurred. This location has been
identified in the past, but no direct improvements have been made1.
There have not been any crashes at the intersection of Te Ahu Ahu Road and Old Bay Road, but a low
number of injury crashes have occurred at the state highway intersections with Te Ahu Ahu Road and Old
Bay Road.
At the 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road access there have been two crashes:
•

1

One non-injury crash where an unlicenced driver lost control eastbound

https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/local-news/northland/89437446/plea-for-drivers-to-slow-down-on-corner
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•

One minor injury crash where a vehicle exited 840 Te Ahu Ahu Road in front of another vehicle due
to fog. Roadside vegetation and the vertical curve may also have been a factor.

Outside the 821-841 Te Ahu Ahu Road access there has been one non-injury loss of control crash due to
being distracted by the river according to the Police report within CAS.

3

Construction Proposal

3.1 Development Proposal
The construction of the reservoirs can be broken down into the key steps below:
•

Excavation of fill from borrow areas on site for use as dam fill

•

Site establishment at the main dam site

•

Stream diversion stage 1 and 2 (including piping) for the main dam

•

Foundation preparation stage 1 and 2 (including concreting works) for the main dam

•

Main dam construction

•

Site establishment at the saddle dam site

•

Spillway construction (including concreting)

•

Foundation and saddle dam construction

•

Rehabilitation of the site

Preparations for the construction of the two dams will comprise a total of approximately 130,000m32 of
undercut of unsuitable alluvial material from the dam foundations. The construction of the Main and Saddle
dams (including replacement of undercut with engineered fill) will comprise approximately 240,000m3 and
140,000m3. The majority of the engineered fill for the undercut and dams will be site-won from specific
borrow areas.

4

Construction Considerations

4.1 Expected Transport Demand
The expected transport demand during construction is:
•

Staff vehicles and heavy vehicles / machinery to set the site up and begin excavation

•

Heavy vehicles transporting an estimated 20,000 tons of drainage metal over three to four months

•

Concrete trucks transporting an estimated 1,000m3 of concrete over 2 months

•

General site vehicle movements as staff arrive and leave each day

Based on 1.5 tons per m3 for the drainage metal, this will result in 1670 8-wheeler truck loads (8m3 capacity)
or 830 truck and trailer loads (16m3 capacity). Over 12 weeks (weekdays only) using 8 wheelers this would
create 28 loads per day, or 56 trips.

2

Draft Construction Environmental Plan – Riley Consultants July 2021
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Based on a 6m3 concrete truck this will result in 167 loads. Over 8 weeks (weekdays only) this would create
4 loads a day or 48 trips.
The peak transport demand is expected to occur during transportation of the drainage metal in addition to
the general movement of staff to and from the site. The drainage metal is expected to be sourced from a
Whangārei quarry, but some may be required from sites in Dargaville.
Assuming 20 staff travelling in ten vehicles to site per day to site is estimated as 76 trips per day with 15 trips
during the peak hour.

4.2 Transport Network Considerations
Mitigations outlined in the construction management plan include:
•

Site access delineated

•

Upgraded vehicle access

The majority of vehicles are expected to originate either from Dargaville or Whangārei. Most of this travel to
site will be along state highways, which are considered appropriate to safely accommodate additional heavy
vehicle and staff movements. The access to site is expected to be via the SH1 / Old Bay Road and Old Bay
Road / Te Ahu Ahu Road intersections. Note this route also avoids Kerkeri Christian School.
The existing safety issues on the local roads adjacent to the site are mainly loss of control crashes, which
the additional construction traffic will not have an impact on, and the recently lowered speed limit is expected
to lower this existing risk.
At the SH1 / Old Bay Road intersection there is an estimated 215 vehicles an hour on Old Bay Road and 470
vehicles per hour on SH1. At Old Bay Road / Te Ahu Ahu Road there is an estimated 215 vehicles an hour
on Old Bay Road and 170 vehicles per hour on Te Ahu Ahu Road. Based on the 15 trips expected in the
peak hour there will be a minor increase to this hourly traffic flow from the reservoir construction traffic. As
such given the increase in risk is minor, and some safety treatments are present at both intersections (street
lighting, wide shoulder or turn bays) with no significant crash history, this can be managed through additional
intersection warning or truck crossing signs.
No assessment has been completed on the capacity of the affected intersections, however given the minor
increase in traffic (15 estimated additional vehicles in the peak hour compared to 215 – 470 existing vehicles
or a 3% to 7% increase) this is not expected to be an issue.
Within our review it is noted that at the SH1 / Old Bay Road intersection a vehicle in the existing left turn slip
lane may mask the view to the west for vehicles exiting Old Bay Road and research undertake by Waka
Kotahi would no longer support the design of this intersection in its current form. However due to the
curvature of the road, the limited number of existing crashes and the minor increase in traffic expected the
risk of masking and subsequent crashes is considered low and suitably mitigated.
The site access from 839 Te Ahu Ahu Road has limited visibility to the east of 120m, meeting SSD (114m)
but not SISD (181m). Considering there will be frequent slow moving heavy vehicles using the access, it is
considered appropriate to meet SISD for the site access to allow for a greater margin of error. Therefore, the
site access is recommended to be located at the farm access at 821-841 Te Ahu Ahu Road where good site
distance is available. The standard of the access itself is covered in Section 4.4 below.
As the construction will increase the number of turning vehicles at the Te Ahu Ahu Road access, a pavement
survey to assess the pavement condition before and after construction is recommended to assess the need
for repairs following construction.
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Any unusually large machinery that needs to be transported to site (e.g., a 45-ton or 90-ton excavator) will be
managed through an approved traffic management plan supplied by the Contractor. This will provide the
appropriate protection and warning to general road users as this machinery is transported to site.

4.3 Construction Site Considerations
Mitigations outlined in the construction management plan within the site itself, include:
•

30km/h speed limits

•

Locked gate

•

Dry weather access prioritised to avoid clay tracking on to the road

Given the weather can be unpredictable and dry weather deliveries are not always practical, it is
recommended that a wheel washing station is provided before vehicles leave the site and exit onto Te Ahu
Ahu Road. It is understood that the access from Te Ahu Ahu Road will be metalled for approximately 300m
prior to entering the reservoir site, which should also limit the amount of material tracked onto Te Ahu Ahu
Road.
As the 300m long access road is to be used in both directions, widened areas that operate as passing bays
should be used to reduce the risk of a vehicle rolling over as they move off the access track, and to further
limit any material being tracked onto Te Ahu Ahu Road.
The site office and parking area should be offset from the main route in and out of the site to reduce conflict
in this area with parking vehicles and pedestrians. Turn arounds will be provided on site so vehicles do not
need to reverse out on Te Ahu Ahu Road.

4.4 District Plan Compliance
Table 4-1 provides a summary of the construction transport effects compliance with the Far North District
Council Transport Section of the Operative District Plan, and Figure 4-1 shows the access layout required.
Table 4-1: Far North District Council District Plan Summary

Section

Compliance

Comments

15.1.6A Traffic Intensity

Permitted

Based on Rule 15.1.6A.2.1
construction traffic (associated
with the establishment of an
activity) is exempt from this rule

15.1.6B Parking

None required

Based on Appendix 3C in Rural
area parking is not required,
however sufficient parking will be
provided off-street and on-site at
the construction site office

15.1.6C Access

Permitted as serves less than 8
household equivalents a day (80
movements)

Minimum width and gradient as
per rule 15.1.6C.1.1 (7.5m
access width, 5m carriageway
width, unsealed grade 1:5)

Access to comply with council
standards as per Rule
15.1.6C.1.5

Passing bays are to be at least
15m long and a total width of
5.5m
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Section

Compliance

Comments
As the access is on to a road
with over 1,000 vehicles per day
and will have over 60 movements
a day at times, the access should
be as per Waka Kotahi Diagram
D and sealed to the water
channel or boundary (at least 5m
back)

Figure 4-1: Diagram D access layout (Waka Kotahi3)

As per Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4a Figure 4.9 no right turn bay is warranted due to the low
peak hour turning volumes, with shoulder widening, opposite the access, being defined as the appropriate
treatment due to the low turning volumes. This aligns with the recommendation to provide the access as per
Figure 4-1.
Note that due to the stock underpass adjacent to the access at 821-841 Te Ahu Ahu Road the access may
need to be modified to avoid any damage to the underpass or placing vehicles close to the vertical drop.

https://www.nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/planning-policy-manual/docs/planning-policy-manual-appendix5B-accessway-standards-and-guidelines.pdf
3
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5

Recommendation

To manage the safety and access risks on the road network adjacent to the reservoir construction site
access as a result of the additional construction traffic the following recommendations are made:
•

Provide additional intersection warning or truck crossing warning signs at the SH1 / Old Bay Road
and Old Bay Road / Te Ahu Ahu Road intersections (based on the expected construction traffic route
to site from Dargaville and Whangārei)

•

Provide site access delineation including the appropriate warning signs and line marking

•

Over dimension loads should be transported to site as per an approved traffic management plan.

At the access to the reservoir construction site itself the following recommendations are made:
•

Locate the access at the existing farm access at 821 – 841 Te Ahu Ahu Road due to the better
visibility to approaching vehicles

•

Upgrade the site access to meet the Waka Kotahi Diagram D access layout

•

A pavement condition survey is undertaken before and after construction at locations with high
volumes of turning traffic and repairs carried out if needed.

Within the reservoir construction site, the following recommendations are made:
•

A 30km/h speed limit is applied to the site for all vehicles

•

The access track is metalled, and wheel washing stations are provided to minimise tracking material
onto Te Ahu Ahu Road

•

Passing bays are provided along the access track as per District Plan requirements

•

The site office and parking area should be offset from the main access track

•

The site is locked when it is unoccupied.
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